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ABSTRACT"
1
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\ 0
This guide is the first in a series of eight designed

*to help teachers introduce population concepts into eighth grade
American history curriculum. (Unit I was never published). Each of

'' the units has a eacher and student component. Although the units can

be'used in five-day segments, teachers are encourage to use- them ih a

more flexible manner, using the materials for extended periods of

time. In the teaching guide of each unit an evalubtion form, a
statement of the unit's broad goal, specific statements of. objectives
in behavioLal terms, hypotheses, background information, materials
and equipment needed, and instructions as to how to use these
materials are included. Specific materials (springboards) for
olasiroom use are found in the student manual. In this document,

Episode II, the history.topic is EuropeancOlonization of the New
World. This unit hasfour sapient,. Twelve springboards and one

_transparency-are given-t-hat heIrrthett-udent (fl scrutinizewthe
life-style and settlement patterns of the American Indian before the

arrival of the European and their later displacement because of
colonist settlement patterns, (2) examine the ecological
characteristics of where the colonists chose to settle, (3) compare

and identify the characteristics of people in England between
1650-1700 with those who migrated to the New World, and (4) examine
the relationship of certain background factors of the settlers to the
geographic distribution within the colony. (NE)
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INTRODUCTION 4

The eight multi-media units of which Settling People in the

,American Colonies is a part are designed to help the teacher introduce

I

population concepts into the school curriculum. To assist the teacher

in this task an "infusion" approach is used, (i.e., the units are intro-

duced.into the curriculum in conjunction with a related regular topic

in the school-adopted program). The school-adapted program, in this

instance, is American Histoiy, and an attempt is made to correlate

history topics with population topics. The chart on the following

page shows the-exact correlations for all eight units. Although points

of entry are suggested, it is expected that the teacher will make his

own judgement as to when is the most propitious time to in oodiace each

unit or population episode. Certainly, depending on hoc/ the teacher'

1.,
organizes his course, he may change the sequence of topics, or decide

to concentrate an spend time on only a few episodes. Thus, he may

decide to spend morethan a week on the chosen topic and engage the

class in extended' activities.

There are two basic assumptions that underlie this series: (1) Since

everyone is a population actor, (i.e., decisions are made everyday on

such issues as where to buy a new home, how large a.tarily to have, where

to go on a vacation, or how to vote cn a local zoning ordinance), we all
. .

need to understand population phenomena, and, (2) Since we bonsiderpopu-

lation education to be a rational rather than an emotional process, we

stress that population concepts are best tauoht in an inquiry framework

where the causes and omsequenbes of popOlation chances are understood

3 4
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and where alternatives are offered and the reasons or grounds for

holding thy( are carefully presented and e3arr..ned. Therefore, we

have consistently _,rejected the useof propaganda or indoctrinaticn

in teadhina and learning population matters.

More specifically, the Proaram aims at having students participate

in the process of inquiry into the nature of human populations and

the natural and human consequences of demographic chance. Our main

goal is to helpthe teacher and the students make rational decisions

about population matters as members of their family and local mm-

munity, as well as national and world communities, utilizingappall-

priate'information sources and inquiry skills.
, _
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FESOUFCE MATERIAL. DEVELOPMENT
POPULATION DYNAMICS IN EIGHT ORME AMERICAN HISTOR/

HISTORY PIOPICS POPULATION TOPICS

I. European Exploration of
the New World

II. European Colonization
of the New World

a ,

III. The Late Colonial
Period

IV. Union Under the
Constitution

V. Westward Movement,
Civil War and
Reconstruction

'VI. The Rise of'the Cities
and Industrialization

VII. America Becomes a
World Power

VIII. United- States and
World Affairs

Early Stages of the Demographic
Transition ; .Components of Popu-

lation Change

Population distribution and Set-
tlement patterns; population
Characteristics of settlers.

COmparisons of factors affeRting
population size between the En-
glish and the colonists; effects,
of high birth rates on population
growth in the colonies.

Taking a population census under
Article I; comparisons made
between the census of 1790 and
1970.

The Changing pegional Balance of
the Population; black migration
froM the south; westward migration

Rural/Urban differentials in the
population; industrialization and
the urbanization of America.

Immigration as a Component of
Population Change

The United States in the third
stage of the demoararftic...tlansi-

tion; the infusion of teChmlogy
into developing countries and its
effect on population growth.

6
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ORIANIZATION OF THE UNIT

Each unit is- divided into two sections -- a teacher manual MO

and a student manual (SW. The teacher manual, includes the following:

. Evaluation: This is an evaluation foam which the teacher can use, to

measure the student's progress ia learning about popu-

lation matters and issues. The sane instrument may be

used before and following instruction as pretests.and

.posttests. It is expected that tpe results of the tests

will be used by the teadher to improve instruction.

(See separate test booklet).

Goal: This is a statement of what the unit seeks to accomplish

in a broad sense.

Objectives: These are specific statements expressed in_behavioral

terms as to what the unit and its component parts seek

to achieve. The objectives, stated in terms of student

behaviors, include both population` content and inquiry

process statements..

Ail/potheses: These are potential statements of relationships which soak

to explain population phenomena (e.g., relationships among

population components -- mortality, fertility, migration --

or-relationships between changes in population, and dhanges

in the sociopolitical world). Mile these hypotheses may

serve as a broad framework for the pattern of questions

and the classrociidiscuision they are not intended to be

used in their present form. AsIoart of the program they

are intended primarily for teadher use. Students should

1



be encouraged. to "exercise their ownjudganent about the

material and should generate their own hypotheses -or

generalizations, using their own words and expressions.

One important thing to reamer here is that forming a

hypothesis is the beginning, not the end, of inquiring

into population matters.

Background
Information: Hens the unit provides additional Information to the

teacher; (i.e., beyond what is available in the. student

manual) . This section would be very important if the

lAric is cowlicated or,quite new to the teacher and

the class.

Materials

namt led: Student materials are orglzed around springboards. A

spuli.hgboadis,a motivating and thought-provAimg material
A

which is used to open up discussiop on a topic. Spring-
,

.-k

boards can be produced in several forms including documents,

poems, newspaper articles; artifacts, rusic, or Anclio-

visuals. All the materials furnished in the student

packet are normally listed here, as well as other resources'

and equipment required for a class session.

Promdures: This section provides instructions as to how the materials

can be usecL This section also includes a list of "Mu*:

Will You Find Out?" and:Vitae!), You Think?" questions

that should be used in class. As'was the case with the

hypotheses, however, these questions should not be thought

of as absolutes. Questions should be modified or new
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questions be added, if but these
c). charges should be kept- to a miniran.

4
The student manual includes all the sprinctoards which am pre-

pared for classroom. use. .These materials are the colored pages in

this manual, and_ in most cases should be made available in multiple

copie3. Fact student is expected to have ore oorpiete2ser.. In other

cases, especially when audio-visuals are'.used, there is only one set

for the entire oLlass. '

Faith student sprinsbo7rd is marked according to the unit it belongs

to) For ecomple, meams that the springboard is part of tit,IV
and that is c;esisined for Day 1. Berth tiiit* is divided into fiye-day

segrents, normally one class period a day. This does not mean that the

teacher may not use the igeterials for extended 122 'rigida of time. Rather

than thinking *La fixed firm-day franework the teacher should -think of

a flexible use of materials which is in line with the overall instruc-

tiatal objectives.

Fbr the teacher who wants to get additional item:Nati= and sug-

gestions an teaching populatiai ancep's through inquiry- the foliating

references might be.ueefuls

Massialas, Byron G.., and Jack Zevin, Creative mounters in the

Classnocra: ileachincLand Learnin through Discovery,, New York; John

Wiley & Scott; 1967. Provides 'examples a inquiry teaching and learning

and an oercise an c.laisrcan use of population charts.

Mass4lati, Byron 6.1 Nancy F, Spragae, and Joseph B. Rust, Social

Is through Inquiry: Coping ifi an Ace of Crises, Engledcod



Hew Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1975. Practical examples for teachers

in dealing reflectively with sociar concerns in the classrpom.

Nam, Charles B., ed., Population and Society, Boston: yOughton

Mifflin, 1968. An anthology dealing with subikntive population topics.

Options.: A Study Cuide to Population and the American iiiture,

Washington, D. C.: Population Reference Bureau, 1973. Suggestions for

t,4%

teachers for iptroducinarpopulation'ideas in'the classrocht. Belated to

the Commission'Report and film on "Population Growth, and the American

Biture."
Jf

Social Education, special. issue on "Population Education,"
0

36, No. 4' (April, 1972).

The stidy of population is not only important hit it can be fun.

Ws trust that you will try to teach and learn population concepts in

this spirit and that our students Kill join us.

lot

3
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SETTLIM PEOPLE; IN ME AMERICAN COIC611ES

To examine life style and settlement patterns of the American Indian

before the val of the European; to examine hest the settlement pattans
of the "col is affected the pattern of Indian displacement.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Iheitudents will exlmine their-awn stereotypes concerning the
American Indians by identifying dhe diversity among the different

groups .

a . . C
. 2. The stud-all:swill identify sane of thereasons for the settlement

patterns of the Miriam Indians prior to the arrival of the
,FUrcpean colonists.,

3; The stud:mit:3mill fd6 hypotheses explaining the relationship
between the life style of a group of people and the physical

. characteristics of the area in which this group of people locate.

. -4. .studentswilllomm theees'evlaining/the interaction
two groups of people titien they are competing fof the same

rescurces.

HIPOTHESM: r

F

1. If a group of people have a life style whidh r particular
resources for survival, then they will settle in a graphic

region containing these resources.

A
I. If two groups,oi people are competing for the same resources,

the one-with ativanced technology will npstlikely,thninate.

2ACKGMOUND INFCdRATION:

When tip firstEX:rope= explorers cane to the few world they did not

find an uninhabited continenic The .ccntinent cow inhabited by hundreds of

groups of people whOwie erroneously call "Indians" by Christopher Columbus.

These people had a. diverse and oonp/ex society consisting of people with 0

numerous Life ityIes. For example, the Indians in New Mexico lived in

4
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Page [2,E

"towns with apartment-house dhellingsi camunity'dOurts, and
buildings.... The Hopi, Zuni,, and other tribes were'stsdh good farmers
and weavers that they seldom ladked food or clothing.... Mound- co

builders were the best metal workers north of Chntral America....

Only the Plains Indians were really nomadic.... The horse gave the
mew:mobility in pursuit of the buffalo herds.... The New England
settler found the Indians... in the fields tending crops. The Al-

gonguin was an excellent fishentian with nets and a good hunter."*
qw

-Nurlrous theories amist which attempt to explain how the.Indian first

can' to America. Same feel they Migrated from'Sibexia through the Her-
-

ring Strait to America; others feel they came from South America up

through Mexico. Regardless of howie Indian came, clear settlement

patternsfsp be discerned.

,In this session the students will examine the most attmctive

areas for settlement. They will -discover that the areas settled by the

Indians were often the areas desired by colonists. The students

will speculate about the conflict create:141ml two groups of people are

competing for the same resources.

MAMMALS. AND DaIIPMENT NEEEED:
4

..Class- copies of springboard #1 (The American Indian)

..Class copies of springboard #2 ( Indian Tribes in North America)

..Class copies of spiinOmmrd #3 (A Place to Call HaMe)--

PROCEDURES:

I. Today's class session Should begin by having the students discover
.

r

that prir;_ to the arrival of the first European explorer, the American

Indian was a complex and diverse group of people. Springboard #1 (The

*Samuel Eliot Morrison, et. al., The Growth of the American Republic,
Vol. 1. New York: Oxitadi University Press, 1069. pp. 576.
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Page Three

American Indians) Should be given to the students tobelootted indivi-

Mhen the students have identified, the daracteristics of the

American Indian, a count or tabulation for each Characteristic should

be taken for the entire class. (i.e., hot/many pez.ple think that dharac-

teristic 111 described an Indian group?). A brief discussion could take

place in which the students explain why they selected or rejected the

various characteristics as being representive of a particular Indian

group. Once the students have freely expressed their reasons for their

selection, it should be explained that every one ofthe Characteristics

listed represents an Indian group. Each person has his can stereotyped

ispression of the American Indian. The students should be encouraged to

discuss their curt personal impressions and whether or not they were

surprised that there were so many variations among Indian groups.

II. Springboard A2 (Indian Tribes in North America) should be given to

the students to emphasize the vastness and diversity of the Indian groups

in America. The students should identify the areas in WhiCh large numbers

of Indians seem to be located. The following questions could serve as a

basis for class discussion.

MHAT DO YCU THINK?.

1. What is a tribe? (a group of people characterized by common

ancestry, leadership and custom).

2. thy might tribal groups tend to cluster in certain gem?

3. thy do you suppose ther.are so few tribes in the oantral part of

the country?

4. List some of the things a group of people are required to have

to survive. (These ahrxild be listed an the board.) Bow might

these items affect where a group of people live?

'3-13



Page Four

5. Haw might the physical characteristics of a location affect
the life style of a group of people who settle there?

6. *zit might happen if a group is unable to find these-items Where
thay are? Mat can they do? (i.e. what might be the results
if buffalo are not around; or if there no rain and a tribe's
crop dies? )

7. Had do you think an :Minn tribe might react toward another
tribe if the latter tried to use resources upon which the former
group relied? -

At this point the students' attention should be directed toward the

Indians in the Eastern iftodlands. Springboard *3 (R. Place to Call Hale)

should be read by the class---Shiiriquirgiocard describes the life style

of one of the largest and s agest c, cups of Indians in the United

States, the Algonquin. The followingiguestions may provide direction

for the discussion.

WHAT DO YCU THINK?

1. that db- you kndi about these tribes?

2. Haw do you suppose the Indians felt when the first colonists
came to settle? Did they fear the colonists? Should they?

3. Why might a group of people want to settle in a land where
other people live?

4. Where dorm think
't1* colorists would want to settle? %mid

it be in the same places the Indians nlready lived? any or
why not?

5. What often happens when two groups are competing for the same
resources? Can you think of any situations today where two
groups are carpeting for the gems resources? SW do they act
toward eadh other? (e.g., fuel materials, meat prodUcts).

14



Springboard #1

THE AMERICAN INDIAMS

Listed below are a series of characteristics of different groups

of-people. P1ace-s-olleds_i iLbesidethe characteristics that describe

an Indian gram in Ate/Ica before the first European explorers came to

the new world. Place a check beside the characteristic if it represents

day one tribe. The characteristics do not have to represent all Indian

.

1. They lived in permanent settlements.

2. They were nanadic.

3. They had a democratic system where every male was equal.

4. They had a rigid class system based on ownership of property.

5. They were ruled by gods.

6. They had a judicial system to determine if a person was guilty
and had he should be punished.

7. They used torture as their only form of punishment.

8. They lived in caves.

9. They lived in tepees made of bison skins.

10. They lived in cabins.

11. The tribes were ruled by warriors.

12. The tribes were ruled by wanen.

13. The tribes were ruled by sacred elders.

14. The tribes were ruled by councils.

15. They worshiped the biscn.

16. They worshiped a matriarch.

17. They worshiped the maize.

15
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Page 'No
Springboard #1

18. They had never heard of war.

19. War was a way of life for then.

----"--,,,

Taken from: Alistair Cooke, America.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1g747
p. 24-25.

/0
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Springboard #3

A PLACE TO CALL FAME

The Algonquin Indians of the eastern woodlands were a group of

tribes who settled in one place. They grew beans, pumpkins, tobacco and

maize in the fertile soil where they lived. Mach of their time was

spent tending crops. The Algonquin Indians were also excellent fisher-

men and hunters. They used a large fishnet to catch their fish. They

hunted deer and moose with a bow and arrow format and skins. The skins

of beavers they trapped were used for jackets for the women. The men

did not wear clothes, even in the winter, except for 'shorts' and moc-

casins of deerskin. Snowshoes were invented by the Algonquin for walking

on the snow in winter.

The Algonquin Indians settled around fresh water, salt licks and

fertile soil. Many Indian groups settled near the coast in order to

fish. Fresh water was necessary for drinking. The salt licks were

\''`..//popular because game needed the salt to survive.

22

Adapted from: Samuel
Eliot Morison, et.al. The
Growth of the American

lic, vol. 1. New York:
rd University Press, 1969.e
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TO examine the ecological dharacteristics of the place of settlement of
the American °pianists.

JBJECTIVES:

1. The students will draw a rasp showing a desirable settlement
location for a group of colonists, including the source of
essential resources for the group.

2. The students will form hypotheses showing the relationship
between the life style of a group af_people and the resources
necessary for survival of that group.

HYPOITIESES:

1. If a group of people have a life style which requires particular
resources for survival, then they will settle in a locaticn-

pontabling these resources.

2. If a group of people are to survive in a new environment, then
they will need to develop and sustain a source of fOod, clothing,
shelter, water and protection.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPI.ENT NEEDED:

...Class copies of Sprincpoard #1 (Choosing A Location)

...Drawing paper

...Ccaored pencils or crayons.

PROCEDURES:

I. In this exercise the students are being asked to put themselves into

the roles of the colonists gcdng to an unknown land. They do not knave

exactly what they will find when they get there. Students should assume

the identity of members of the party (i.e., farmer, trapper, scout,

teacher, merchant, etc.). They shoul6 try to decide the location that

would be best for settling given the life style they have chosen.

.° 2i
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In selecting their site-,-they must 4how their scuioesfor food, water,

'shelter, clothing, protection and any other necessity they deem impor-

tant. These should be recorded on Springboard #1 (Choosing a Location) .

Once the 'students have made the above decisicns, they should draw

a picture or a map shaving theirindividuil settlement, including in their'

picture their source for each resource necessary for survival (i.e., if

water is deemed to be important, students should have a well or a river,

etc., in their picture). The pictures should be evaluated an the basis
S

of whether or not a' reascoade source of resources is available for

survival.

24
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Springboard #1
4

CHOOSING A LOCATION

,

Asisume that you are a colonist going to anew land to live. You know
tther people live in this land;'however, you do not /chow if they will
be hostile or friendly. Decide what kind of life style you want to have,
(i.e., would you want to ba fa r, hunter, city dweller, trapper,
merchant, doctor, teacher, etc.). Try to think of the best location for
developing the life style you want to have. Write a brief explanation
of your location below.'

E The life style I want to have is

2. The source of my ours s will be:

\a) For food -

r- 1

'b), Foe clothing

c) For water

d) For shelter 7
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4".

e) For protection -

- f) FOr other -

26
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GOAL:

T3 compare and identify the characteristics of people in Ehgland b6.,!ween
1650-1700, with those of the same population who migrated to the New
Wbrld.

Off
1. The students will identify the attributes and characteristics

of people who are most likely to move to a new. country.

2. The students will form hypotheses explain.thg the relationship
between the popuiaticn characteristics of a grcup of people
and their willingness to migrate to a new place.

*ake-a position ixtvemingthe advantages
and disadvantages of living in the colonies in the 1700'11.

HYPOTHESES:

1. If a large group of people move Pram ..their hamelmad to a
frontier area, they are not likely to represent a cross-section
of the population frau which they cane.

2. If a group of people are attracted by strong positive forces such
as the availability of land, political freeekvand a new life,

. then they are likely to move to that place.

3. If the social, political, and/or economic conditions at a
place of origin are repressive, then people are more likely
to now to anima location.

4. If a person belongs to the nrammihile sub-group of a society
(e.g., young, married, male), .;:.%en they are more likely to
migrate to a near location.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

'1 people who immigrated to America from England in 1700 did not

represent a cross-section of the E..glish population. Although this idea

is developed more extensively in Episode III, it is introduced in this

session. The people who are most likely to migrate to a-new area are
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generally a definable sub-group of the total population. Croups that are

settled and satisfied with their lives are not likely to migrate. Groups

that are dissatisfied with their lives, butilhol have no means to migrate,

tend to remain where they are. The young, strong, unmarried males are

one of the largest groups of people to migrate. In addition, people

seeking a new way of life tend to migrate. In England some people in

prisons were given a chance to be free by going to America. In today's

session the students will begin to develop an'understanding of the kinds

of pedple Who are inclined to migrate to a new location.

MAMMALS AND mummr NEMER'

..Class copies of Springboard
American Populations)

..Class copies of Springboard
-Population)-

,..Class copies of Springboard
..Class copies of Springboard

#1 (Comparing the English and the

#2 erbe Engligh and the American

#3 (Laws in the Colonies)
#4 (Writing a Letter Back Home)

PROCEDURES:

I. Based on the students' knowledge of The population of England in 1700,

the students should speculate about the population of America for the same

year. Springboard #1 (Comparing the English and the American Populations)

should be given to the students to work in small groups for approximately

ten minutes. Each group Should be encouraged- to identify the kind of

people who are most likely to immigrate to a new country. Based an their

discussion the students should fill in the chart. A class tabulation for

each of the seven categories should be taken and written on the board.

The students should be encouraged to explain their responses.
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II.- Springboard $2 (The English and the American Colonies) provides

the actual figures for the American colonies. The students should compare

their responses with the actual figures in order to discover idly their

responses were different fran the actual data (if this is the case).

What is important in the exercise is for the students to discover that

the frontier population was quite different from the population of England.

An explanation of the chart is provided below.

EXPLANATB34 ar CHAPT

1. Poyulation - approximately 1 percent of the English popula-
tion had migrated to America. rn tryina to decide the size of
the population, students should try t..) think of the reasons

-people left-En;land- (e.g.4___wi_it due to overcrowding? freedom?
to look for riches? etc.,)

2. Average Age of Population - in a frontier area people tend to be
younger, stranger thier. Older and professionally more
settled people tend to stay at home.

3. Average Age at Marriage - In England 1g people dt.1 .nt
marry until they wild support thernselws. Since competition
for resources was strong (i.e., there was little land and sons
frequently waited to marry until they merited land) men
and ..anen waited to marry. In ?aerial resources were abundant.
land was plentiful. Many lags encouraged young people to
marry early so that the population would increase quiddy.

4. Percentage by Sex - In most traditional societies females live
longer than males. This may be attributed to the fact that men
work harder, are alder more stress, and fight in wars. In
a frontier area, Weaver, nun ouiourber females. This may be
attributed to the fact that men were more independent than warren
and could leave home easier. Also, there were more jobs for
men than for wcsnen.

5. Religgiious Prefererkos - In England, the Anglican Church was the
dnirsant As a result many restrictions were placed
on people belonging to other religions. Consequently, many
people cane to ;clerical to free themselves fran the metric-
tions and/or persecutions of the Anglican Church.

29
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6,. Economic Status - England had a system of tenant farmers in
the 1700's. Mbst of the people were poor farmers who owned
no land. They worked for the rich land owners. %ben an oppor-
tunity came to go to America, two basic types of people went.
Some were thewaalthyldwa could afford boat fare. The other
half were those who sold thenselves as indentured servants.

7. Educational Level - In England only the wealthy were educated.
Consequently, ealcation was seen as a key to success and free-
dom by those who cane to America. Strict laws were made which
required all children to learn to read and write in the colonies.

III. Springboard #3 (Laws in the Cblonies) is a list of nine laws whidh

the colonists passed. By studying the laws of a group of people a

great deal can be learned about their basic values and charactexistics.

Each student should be given a copy of Laws in the (blonies. The fol-

lowing questions can serve as a guide for class discussion.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

1. What do these laws tell you about life in the colonies?

2. *at do these laws-ball-yeu-about-the-kind of people living
in the macaw?

3. Would you have liked to have lived in the colonies under these
laws?

4. Are our laws today similar to these laws? %by =idly not?

N. As an evaluation for this lesson each student should be given

springboard #4 (Writing a Letter Back Home) . Student responses should

be evaluated in relation to the students' perception of the attractive-

ness of the colonies for different segments of the population.
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Springboard 111

03MPARING TUE ENGLISH AND THE
AMERICAN POPULIa'ICNS

Look at the dhart. below. The right side shows Same population

information for England in 1700. Try to decide what kind of people

are most likely to move to a new country. Fill in a description

of the American colonies.

America - 1700 England - 1700

1. Population 20,100,000

2. Average Age of
Population 16-20

3. Average Age at
Marriage

females 25-27
males 25-27 ,

4. Percentage
by Sex

females 56%
males 44%

I

5. Religious
Preference

i

Anglican
t

1

1

6. EODWITLiC

Status
few wealthy
few middle class
merchants

majority peasant,

7. Education Only the wealthy
are educated

31
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SHE ENGLISH AND IHE
AMERECAN POPULATION

I
America - 1700 England - 1700

1. Population 275,000 20,100,000

2. Average age of
Population 13-15 16-20'

3. Average age at
Marriage

females 13-16
males 16-20

females 25-27
males 25-27

4. Percentage by
Sex

females 48%
vales 52%

females 56%
males 44%

5. Pligious
Preference

Puritan
Quaker
Huguenot
Mennonite
Pietist*

Anglican

6. Economic
Status

half wealthy
half servants or
former criminals

fewimealthy
fed middle class

merdhants
majority peasants

7. Education ail villages with over
fifty families-had
a teacher

only the wealthy
are educated
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Springboard #3

LAWS IN THE CCU:KIES

December 10, 1630: It is ordered that John Baker shall be whipped for

shooting a fowl on the Sabbath.

June 14, 1631: It is ordered that Phillip Ratliffe shall be Whipped,

have his ears out off, be fined twenty pounds and shall be banished

from ou,r town for speaking badly against the cover:rent and the Church

of Salem.

Mardi, 1643: In order that men can honor the Satbath, no man shall take

a trip at the Sabbath. The only journey permitted is a trip to church.

If a man breaks this law, he will be charged twenty pounds of tcbacoo

for his crime.

The rod of correction is approved by God. A te-ader has the duty to

use it to punish any students who misbehave. If a parent thinks the
teacher is wrong in punishing the child, then the parent must talk

to the teacher. If they do not agree, then they must both talk to
the warden of the city. If the warden finds the teacher to be correct

and the parents still =plain, the the children may be taken away

fran their parents.

Many parents are not raising their children well. They are not teaching

their children to read. They are not training their children to cb jabs

that can help our town. My parent who does not take full responsibility

for their children's education may be punished and fined. Children should

be able to read and understand our religion. They should know our laws.

Any child who &es not know these things can be taken away fran their

hares during the day. They will be an apprentice to a good man who will

teach and train them.

A bachelor can not be employed mare than one year in the sane jcb unless

he gets, married.

Any man who gets married before he is beentrone will be given free

land as an Incurridgemet (encouragement) .

1631: It is ordered that John Legge, servant of Mr. lainfry, shall

today in &state and shortly afterward in Sales for hitting

Richard Wright after Richard strudc him. Richard Wright streak John Legge

because he was not working loll. A servant must never strike his master.

Jul y 28, 1631: It is ordered that Josias Plaistctwe shall return eight

baskets of corn to the Indians and be fined five pounds. He shall never
again be called Mister, as he used to be neared. His name will now be

Josias. (Ibr stealing four baskets of corn from the Indians) .

Adapted from: Willis Masan West,

A Source Bodc in American History

To 1787; New York: Allyn and an
BD=



WRITLIC A LETTER What ircir

Assay that you are a young persal in the American colonies. Write a

letter badc hate to a friend *to wants to cane to Prerica. Tell ya3r

friend whether or not you think he Shrld cane to liresica. Tell him if

America it.is like you expected to find to inclUde advantacfts

and disadvantaqis of living in America.

Be sure
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71, examine the relatInship of certain badcgxound factors of the settlers
(status in England, time of arrival in the colonies, and religious pre-
ference) to the geographic distribution within the'colany. (We are

examining only male heads of families).

OBJECTIVES:

1. Tb ermine the colonists' place of settlemert within the colony
based on their status in England, time of arrival in the colonies,
and religious preference.

2'. TO identify the areas of a frontier colony that are more
. desirable and those that are least desirable for settlement.

HYPOTHESES:

1. If settlers in a new region have high socio-eccnanic status,
arrive in a colony early, and are of the daninant religious
preference, they will be more likely to receive the best land
in the colony.

2. -As a society changes and develops the areas most residentially
prized are likely to change.

3. If an area is newly settled, the land most prized for resi-
dential use will be near the center of 'ale settlement.

BACKGRVAD INFORMATB24:

*en a group of settlers arrived in America, the wealthy settlers

got their Choice of land and residential sites provided they were of the

right religious persuasion. The rest of the colonists an the first

ship or ships Wok the rest of the good land according to their social

and eccncznic rank within the colcuy.

Wien later groups arrived, they had to take what was left, by rank.

The most prized area for a hate was right on the main street with land

directly behindnd the house. 'the farther a person was located frau the

35
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main street and dock, the less prized the area was for residential set-

tlement. This was because of the crznkmient distance to services like

the churdi, store, tavern, etc., and because of the safety provided by

close neighbors. Hostile attadcs were most of directed against the

smaller, less well protected outlying areas. Supplies also had to be

carried by wagon to the outer areas.

MAMMALS AND EXFPMENT MIMED:

..Class copies of Springboard #1 (A Puritan Village)
Class copies of Springboard #2 (Settlers in a Puritan Village)
..Class copies of Springbciard #3 (Developing a Can unity)

..Class copies of Springboard #4 (Evaluaticn)
Transparency of Peter Noyes' Village

PFCCEDURES: (This session should take two days)

- T. On day three we saw that the population characteristics of the people

who care to America were different from the characteristics of the 'people

in England. The people, however, did not make serious changes in their

religious attitudes, social organization, local goverrznents or basic

values and attitudes. The settlers did make one major change in their

life style - in the physical structure of their taans.

This session should be begun by having the students speculate about

bow decisions were made concerning the settlement of individual colonists

in a town. Students should be encouraged to offer as many suggestions

as possible (e.g., each fanny found a location they liked and settled;

sarecne divided the land into equal shares and people were randomly

assigned to a location; land was assigned according to rank and arrival

time) . awe this has been discussed, the first springboard should be
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given to the students and read out loud. The follawinc questions should

be discussed after the reading.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

1. How did Noyes decide where each family would live? Do 'you

suppose this was an easy decision to make?

2. rohy do you think he used t s plan?

3. What areas of the town were most valued? Explain. Are these

areas most highly valued today? Explain.

4. Where do you suppose the market will he? the church? the

tavern? the schools?

5. If a new group of people arrived in Noyes' town, where do you
suppose they would settle? (Muld it be by rank? _Mould people
with high rank displace a family that had already been, there ?)

-II. This activity gives -the students-an opportunity to put themselves

into the position of Peter Noyes. Initially they are asked to rank the

members of their town using the'same methods of categorization as Peter

Noyes used - (Springboard #2: Settlers in a Puritan Village). Secondly,

they are asked to place the impartani:buildings on their map in the loca-

tion they are likely to be found in a new village (Springboard #3: Devel-

oping a Ner;COmmunity) . The students should be reminded to try to place

buildings and pastures close to the source of resources used in the

activity (e.g., the cow pastured should have access to a fresh water

supply; the marketplace would probably be located near the town dock).

Finally, the students should identify the homes of the settlers on the

map giving the highest ranked male the best location. A transparency of

the actual village developed by Peter Noyes is included. Once the students
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have completed their maps, comparisons between their cron maps and

Peter Noyes' map Should be made. The students should try to.decide

why they located buildings and people in the areas they did. In addition,

the students ;Should identify differences between the W01'00126.

III. Springboard #4 (Evaluation) pcvides an evaluatioa tedmique to

nessure how much abe students were able to synthesize from the class

disdussion. It is essential for the students to realize that each

student's map will be different. They will be evaluated according to the

reasons they give for putting each item in a specific location.
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A PURITAN VILLICE

Peter Noyes (pronounced "noise") learned about New England in 1638

and decided to cane to America to live. He wanted to start a new village

that was. different fora the life he had known in rngland. He developed'

'a town called Sudbury. In developing this town, Noyes hid rmuny decisions

to make: how lanclwould be divided among the settlers in the village;

how to appoint town officers; economic regulations and taxes; churdh

affairs; fanning; personal quarrels among the settlers; relations

with neijhboring'town; relations with the Indians; and relations with

the-assachusetts goverment.

.
Ole Massachusetts legislature gave Noyes the authority to decide

how much land each male settler would receive. He decided whether a

man would receive good or bad fanm land, or whether a man would receive'

no land. He also decided the location of the land each man received.

Some men were given land to farm right beside their hones. Others

were given a home in anelocation and land in a second place far away

fron their home. Same men were not allowed to own land at all: These

men lived in homes owned by more important men in the taws. There

'were large fammings areas called "general fields" which were away from

the center of the city: Food for non-land owners was grown here.

Imagine the work Noyes had to do to decide land distribution. He

hid the plower of ecencimic life and death oVer a family; He was assigning

social status to each family. Hoar do you suppose the settlers felt

when they received "1-1/2 acres of upland" or "S-3/4 acres of meadow"

or "no acres of either meadow or upland"? imagine how- a settler felt

39
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I.

when he received 1-1/2 acres of fann land near a swap away fran the

haise lots, while a neighbor received 50 or 60 acres of good, black

land next to his am hate!

a

;idated fran: Sumer Chilton
Powell, Puritan Village: The
Formation of a New England

CAnchor Books, 1963) .
F7176
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SETTLERS IN A FURIZAN VILLAGE

This is a list of the people who will be living in your town.
Put at"' :tucker beside each person ranking don adbording to their importance
in your town. You Should 1Jcate the toms cf these people in your town
using the nutter you have given then. For example: if yod think the
carpenters are the most important people, give than the- nutter "1". On
your map number the location of their hane with a "1". Place a -

1 - beside the people you feel are most important in your town.
They should live near the center of your town and have land
beside ,their hosts.

-

2 - beside those people you feel shouL.d live near the ,-- cer of
town, but should have land away from their homes.

3 - beside those people who own their own have but who snould not
own any fan land.

4 - beside those -people who should not own any property at all.

Marshal Mayor

Pence Repairer "Preacher

Surveyor J Tax Collector

Carpenters Swine Keeper

Bridklayer Cattle Keeper

Roof Thatcher Horse Keeper

Common Laborers (10) Tithingman

Servants (20) Mum Beater

Maids (20) 'reacher

Inn Keeper Clerk

Merchant



Springboard #3 DEVELOPING A 0344AUTY

You are a settler who wants to start a new town.
This is the area that has been given to you by
the King of El:gland. The town dock is marked.

Zwry to decide how you would develop a town.
`nk about the things that' we have

in class. Where would you put the inzirg4i1.
ings? Mere would you put the homes? Haw -WW1
you decide who got to live in whiph area? Will

L4 any people have to live outside of your town?

Identify each of the areas below on your rvmp.

WIN BrillEaRl

I

KEY

Boa& in the town
Churdh
Tavern
Stores
Market place

Sdhool
Mill
Om Common
General Field
Graveyard
Homes

42
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EVALUATICt1

This evaluation is designed to ser flow well you understand the relation-
ship between the natural environme. . of an area and the way people set-
tle in this area. There are no rigat and wrong answers. Your answers
will be judged according to the reasons that you give for your answers.

1. Where in this town would the church, the marketplace, the school,
and the tavern be located? amdid you put than in this location?

Church:

Marketplace:

School:

Tavern:

. Where would you expect most of the people to live?

3. Which le live in the center of your city? Why did you select
these le to live there?

4. Whidl people li war, from the center of the city? Why did you
place these peop

\
in this area?

5. Before these settlers ,. to this area a group of people (the
Indians) with less adven technology lived in this area. Where
are the Indians likely to live ncw? Why?


